Presto Saddle Stitcher
Fast and reliable
for efficient production
of small and medium runs.

Presto Saddle Stitcher - efficient and expandable
The Presto Saddle Stitcher offers all the advantages required of a
compact machine, for processing all size runs and used primarily for
product sizes in the range of A4 to A6 (8-1/4" X 11-3/4" to 4-1/8" X 5-7/8")
menu guided setup, quick changeover, reliable gathering and stitching,
an in-line three-knife trimmer and an efficient compensating stacker.
The perfect entry-level, modular system for automated saddle stitching.

The control system
Is programmable and has menu guided controls
for quick set-up and changeover, to ensure simple
operation and supervision by the operator.
Automatic production controls guarantee superior
product quality: long book control, stitch monitor,
automatic thickness measurement by the caliper,
ejection of incomplete products.

The Compact twin feeder
Model 1551

The folder feeder
Model 1528
Is positioned at the first
feeder position for in-line
folding of single- sheet
covers. The folder feeder
eliminates an extra
production step.

Comes with large capacity flat pile
hoppers. Signatures with low-folio or
high-folio lap are opened with
grippers; suction opening is
provided for signatures without
overlap.
The integrated blow air and vacuum
can be adjusted separately on each
feeder. No tools are needed for
adjustment of settings.
Protective covers ensure safe
operation at all times.
The twin feeder can be
operated in single or double
production mode.
The Presto Saddle Stitcher
is expandable, to include up to
five twin feeders, or four twin feeders and one folder feeder.
A hand station can also be added.

The stitching unit
Accommodates up to six Muller Martini
flying stitching heads, for regular or loop
stitching.

The three-knife trimmer Model
1522
Trims the head/foot and front of the
products in-line. All settings are adjustable
by handwheels from outside. Small size kit
for exceptionally small product sizes, 4th
and 5th knife attachment for split and
punch cut, single or multiple hole punching
devices are optional accessories, and
there is a choice of belt or dual hopper
delivery.

The Pratico compensating
stacker (optional)
Automates handling of the product at the
delivery. Compensated stacks are delivered
to the left or right, or alternating left/right.
Reliable processing and accurate alignment
and counting ensure compensated stacks
of the highest quality. Casters for easier
mobility of the stacker are optional.

Presto,
For exceptionally
efficient saddle stitching

This brochure may show components
that are not standard equipment and
are available as options only.
In some cases, protective covers in
the photographs have been removed
or opened for illustrative purposes.
Design and equipment configuration
subject to change.

